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ABSTRACT
Twitter, one of the largest and famous social media site receives millions of tweets every day on variety of important topic. This large amount of raw data can be used for industrial , Social, Economic, Government policies or business purpose by organizing according to our need and processing. Hadoop is one of the best tool options for twitter data analysis and hadoop works for distributed Big data , Streaming data , Time Stamped data , text data etc. This paper discuss how to use FLUME for extracting twitter data and store it into HDFS for opinion mining because twitter contains variety of opinions on various topics so we have to analyse these opinions using hadoop and its ecosystems to check every tweets polarity either tweets contains positive ,negative or neutral opinions on particular topic. This paper provides an efficient mechanism to perform opinion mining by coming up with a finish to finish pipeline with the assistance of Apache Flume ,Apache HDFS, and Apache Pig.

Here we have used dictionary based approach for analysis for which we have implemented pig statements through which we can analysis these complex twitter data to check polarity of the tweets based on the polarity dictionary through which we can say that which tweets have negative opinion or positive opinion.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We live in a society and many people used social site where the textual data on the Internet is growing at a rapid pace and many companies are trying to use this flood of data to extract people’s views towards their products. Micro blogging today has become a very prevalent communication tool in to Internet users. Twitter, one of the largest social media site and user tweet millions of tweets every day on deferent of important topic. Authors of those messages write about their life, share opinions on variety of issues and discuss current issues. These posts analysis can be used for decision making in different fields like Business, Elections, Product review, government, etc. Also sentiment analysis is one of the most important area of analysis of twitter posts that can be very useful for decision making.

Performing Sentiment Analysis on Twitter [1] is trickier than doing it for large reviews. This is because the tweets are very short (only about 140 characters) and usually contain argot, emoticons, hash tags and other twitter specific jargon. For the development purpose twitter provides streaming API which allows developer an access to one percent (1%) of tweets tweeted at that time bases on the distinctive keyword. The object about which we want to execution sentiment analysis is submitted to the twitter API’s which does ahead mining and provides the tweets related to only that keyword. Twitter data is normally unstructured form i.e use of abbreviations is very high. Also it permit the use of emoticons which are direct indicators of the author’s view on the topic. Tweet messages also consist of a the user name and timestamp. This timestamp is useful for guessing the future trend application of our project. If User location available we can also help to gauge the trends in different geographical regions.

HADOOP
The Apache Hadoop project develops open-source software for scalable, reliable, distributed computing. The Apache Hadoop library is a framework that allows for the distributed processing of large data sets beyond clusters of computers using a thousands of computational independent computers and large amount (terabytes, petabytes) of data. Hadoop was derived from Google File System (GFS) and Google’s Map Reduce. Apache Hadoop is good choice for twitter analysis as it works for distributed huge data. Apache Hadoop is an open source framework for distributed storage and large scale distributed processing of data-sets on clusters. Hadoop runs applications using the MapReduce algorithm, where the data is processed in parallel on different clusters nodes. In short, Hadoop framework is able enough to develop applications of running on clusters of computers and they could perform complete statistical analysis for a huge amounts of data. Hadoop MapReduce is a software framework [2] for easily writing applications which process big amounts of data in-parallel on large clusters (thousands of nodes) of commodity hardware in a reliable, fault-tolerant manner.

APACHE FLUME
Apache Flume is a distributed, reliable, and available service for efficiently collecting, aggregating, and moving large amounts of streaming data into the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). It can be used for dumping twitter data in Hadoop HDFS.

APACHE PIG
Apache Pig is a platform for analyzing large data sets that consists of a high-level language for expressing data analysis programs, coupled with infrastructure for evaluating these programs. The salient property of Pig programs is that their structure is amenable to substantial parallelization, which in turns enables them to handle very large data sets.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Mahalakshmi K, Suseela [3] (2015) Big-SoSA: Social Sentiment Analysis and Data Visualization on Big Data. It proposes a method of sentiment analysis on twitter by using Hadoop and its ecosystems that process the large volume of data on a Hadoop and the MapReduce function performs the sentiment analysis.

Praveen Kumar, Dr Vijay Singh Rathore [10] (2014) Efficient Capabilities of Processing of Big Data using Hadoop Map Reduce Proposes, several solutions to the Big Data problem have emerged which includes the Map Reduce environment championed by Google which is now available open-source in Hadoop. Hadoops distributed processing, Map Reduce algorithms and overall architecture are a major step towards achieving the promised benefits of Big Data.

Sunil B. Mane, Yashwant Sawant, Saif Kazi [9] (2014) Real Time Sentiment Analysis of Twitter Data Using Hadoop. Proposes and provides a way of sentiment analysis using Hadoop which will process the huge amount of data on a Hadoop cluster(faster in real time).

Manoj Kumar Danthala [4] (2015) Tweet Analysis: Twitter Data processing Using Apache Hadoop. This paper provides a way of analyzing of big data such as twitter data using Apache Hadoop which will process and analyze the tweets on a Hadoop clusters. This also includes visualizing the results into pictorial representations of twitter users and their tweets.

Manoj Kumar Danthala [5] (2015) Bigdata Analysis: Streaming Twitter Data with Apache Hadoop and Visualizing using Big Insights. It proposes, twitter data, which is the largest social networking area where data is increasing at high rates every day is considered as big data. This data is processed and analyzed using InfoSphere BigInsights tool which brings the power of Hadoop to the enterprise in real time. This also includes the visualizations of analyzing big data charts using big sheets.

Judith Sherin Tilsha S, Shobha M.S [6] (2015) A Survey on Twitter Data Analysis Techniques to Extract Public Opinion. Using machine learning algorithm ,a feature vector is constructed with the emotion describing words from tweets and are fed to the classifier that classifies the sentiment or opinion. It said that various twitter data analysis techniques that are based on dictionary and that are using the machine learning approaches.

Mr.Sagar Nadagoud [7] (2015), Market Sentiment Analysis for Popularity of Flipkart. It is taking sentiment analysis, for this it is using Hive and its queries to give the sentiment data base on the groups that have defined in the HQL (Hive Query Language). Here they had categorized this sentiment analysis into 3 groups like tweets that are having positive, neutral and negative comments.

Ramesh R, Divya G, Divya D, Merin K Kurian [8] (2015), Big Data Sentiment Analysis using Hadoop. The main focus of the research was to find such a technique that can efficiently perform Sentiment Analysis on Big Data sets. In this paper Sentiment Analysis was performed on a large data set of tweets using Hadoop and the performance of the technique was measured in form of speed and accuracy. The experimental result shows that the technique exhibits very good efficiency in handling big sentiment data sets.

G.Vinodhini , RM.Chandrasekaran [11] (2012), Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining: A Survey. An accurate method for predicting sentiments could enable us, to extract opinions from the internet and predict online customer’s preferences, which could prove valuable for economic or marketing research. Till now, there are few different problems predominating in this research community, namely, sentiment classification, feature based classification and handling negations. This paper presents a survey covering the techniques and methods in sentiment analysis and challenges appear in the field.

3. OBSERVATION

Hadoop and its Ecosystems, for getting raw data from the Social Network, we may use Hadoop online streaming tool using Apache Flume. By utilizing this tool only, we are going to configure everything, which we wanted to get (data) from the Social Network. Mainly we want to set the configuration model and also want to define what information that we want to collect form Social Network. All these will be stored into our HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) in our own prescribed format. From this unrefined data we are going to create the table and filter the information that is needed for us and sort them by using apache pig. And from this, we are going to perform the Sentiment Analysis by using some UDF’s (User Defined Functions) by which we can perform sentiment analysis.

4. PROBLEM DEFINITION

Social media is one of the popular media right now to share opinions or variety of topics and twitter is very popular social site to share every thing related to opinions on variety of topics and discussions on current issues. These tweets generates the huge amount related to different area like government, election, etc. millions of tweets is generated every day and which is very useful in decision making because every one is share their view and opinions on issues or variety of topics. Twitter sites receives petabytes of data every day and these data is nothing but a collection of tweets so these data is very important in real life to analyse different scenario through which its helps us in decision making. The analysis of twitter data gives real view or different user opinions regarding what they think and to analysis these data provide a better way for making any decision.

5. PROPOSED WORK

For analysing these large and complex data required a power tool, we are using hadoop[13] which is a open source implementation of mapreduce, a powerful tool designed for deep analysis and transformation of very large data.

Figure1. Workflow Diagram
This paper we design algorithm for handling the problems raised by the larger data volume and the dynamic data characteristics for finding and performing operation on social media data sets. For analysing first we used standard platform as hadoop on single node ubuntu machine to solve the challenges of big data through MapReduce framework [12] where the complete data is mapped to frequent datasets and reduced to smaller sizable data to ease of handling .After this we integrate hadoop ecosystem eg. Flume and Hive and Pig on top of the hadoop. The pre-require for flume,hive and pig is the hadoop should be pre-install. Flume is used to fetching real time twitter data and stored in HDFS and after the data storage we are performing analysis of these complex data using pig.

6. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY:
Our Steps or Algorithm Steps will follow:
1. In first step We are creating a twitter app using a twitter streaming API for fetching real time twitter data.
2. For doing twitter data analysis first data is uploaded using FLUME in local HDFS. The twitter API used in Flume , through which all the tweets are directly fetch from the twitter site and stored it into the HDFS. Data comes from the twitter site is in unstructure form called JSON data.
3. After storing all twitter data into the HDFS we are performing the analysis part for these we use hive through which we can convert the unstructure complex data in to readable or understandable structure form.
4. Tweets are preprocesses for removing noise and meaningless symbols. And then the data is available in the form structure data and than we can analyse this data by using apache pig which is a very powerful tool for analysis.

7. EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULT ANALYSIS
All the experiments were performed using an i5-2410M CPU @ 2.30 GHz processor and 4 GB of RAM running ubuntu 14. As we have seen the procedure how to overcome the problem that we are facing in the existing problem that is shown clearly in the proposed system. So, to achieve this we are going to follow the following methods:

- Creating Twitter Application.
- Getting data using Flume.
- Analyze using apache pig.

Creating Twitter Application
First of all if we want to do opinion analysis on Twitter data we want to get Twitter data first so to get it we want to create an account in Twitter developer and create an application by clicking on the new application button provided by them shown in fig. 3 After creating a new application just create the access tokens so that we no need to provide our authentication details there and also after creating application it will be having one consumer keys to access that application for getting Twitter data. The following is the figure that show clearly how the application data looks after creating the application and here it’s self we can see the consumer details and also the access token details. We want to take this keys and token details and want to set in the Flume configuration file such that we can get the required data from the Twitter in the form of tweets.

Figure 3. Creating twitter application

Getting data using Flume:-
After creating an application in the Twitter developer site we want to use the consumer key and secret along with the access token and secret values. By which we can access the Twitter and we can get the information that what we want exactly here we will get everything in JSON format and this is stored in the HDFS that we have given the location where to save all the data that comes from the Twitter. The following is the configuration file that we want to use to get the Twitter data from the Twitter. All the details we have to fill in the flume-twitter.conf file shown in the figure.

Figure 2. Analysis Step
Figure 4. Tweets Flumedata stored in HDFS

Analyze using apache pig:

For analyzing JSON data which are coming from flume we are configuring apache pig on top of the hadoop. After configuring pig on top of the hadoop we have to load list of jar files which is registered in pig grunt shell. The list of jar files are listed below:

REGISTER '/home/user/Desktop/elephant-bird-hadoop-compat-4.1.jar';
REGISTER '/home/user/Desktop/elephant-bird-pig-4.1.jar';
REGISTER '/home/user/Desktop/json-simple-1.1.1.jar';

After registering jar files we can load the tweets from hdfs into pig using elephant bird JsonLoader, with the help of these jar file we can load the json twitter data into pig, the command or query are shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. loading twitter data into pig

After loading json twitter data into pig using elephant bird JsonLoader, the data is loaded is shown in figure 6. Dump keyword is used in pig to display a result on terminal, when we load the data into pig we can display it using dump keyword.

Figure 6. Twitter data is loaded into pig

After loading data into pig we can preprocessed the data with pig function through which we can collect only twitter id and text from all the data. And after that we can divide our text string into multiple replicated words using flatten function in pig, means we have data in the form of id and collection of words.

For checking polarity we also need a sentiment dictionary on which basis we can check the polarity of the tweets. So we can create a dictionary table which is shown in figure 7.
After creating dictionary table, we can load the dictionary words and their rating on dictionary table which is shown in figure 8.

Now we have two table first we contains twitter id and collection of words and another table is dictionary which contains words along with their rating. Now we can join both the table using left outer join so we can get resultant table which contains twitter id, text and the overall rating of the text based on the sentiment dictionary. The resultant data is shown in figure 9.

After that we can just filter the resultant data into positive, negative or neutral polarity basis. All the positive opinions are filter and which is shown in figure 10. In this we can display only positive tweets.

**CONCLUSION**

On analysing complete scenario regarding the analysis of social data we say that using traditional analytical tool we can not perform analysis on such huge and complex data, so we uses a new powerful tool which is designed for deep analysis called hadoop and also integrate with its ecosystem FLUME, PIG. both the ecosystem runs on top of the hadoop and flume is uses for fetching data and stored it in HDFS and than we uses pig for analysing these huge and complex data. In this we can also identify the polarity of the tweet by which we can say that which tweet have a positive meaning or a negative
meaning. Taking the system even further, we can also analyse the twitter data using some other visualizing techniques through which we can easily understand the analysis results.
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